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Letter to a Theological Student.

	

[Oct .

tends to go alone ; and see the decrepit, the worn and
withered figure of the one, in contrast with the fresh and
buoyant movements of the others. The latter breathing
the free mountain air, where all the winds of doctrine are
let loose, with health in every feature and life in every mo-
tion, inspired with the joy of youth and the consciousness of
power ; the former lagging behind the magnificent proces-
sion, in which all Sciences and Arts are pressing forward to
truth, clad in the weeds of widowhood and poverty, with
sunken eye and wasted brow, and no hope, but that of de-
cent burial, when the last asthmatic breath shall have been
sent forth .

In Europe a new life has sprung up from the ashes of a
departed faith ; a hag-like, scholastic theology has given
up the ghost, upon being brought out of darkness into
daylight ; and a virgin form appears radiant with beattty,
and already uttering the same words with which angel
voices heralded the birth of Christ.

	

It is for our young
men to welcome this glorious visitant to their bosoms .

	

It is
for them to naturalize a truly liberal and generous theology on
our own blessed soil.

	

Their mission is arduous, but it cannot
fail of its completion. I rejoice that you have commenced the
study of theology, just at this epoch in our progress .

	

I
know you have a free mind which will never blench from
inquiry, and a bold one, which will not fear to utter its
thoughts.

	

Let it be filled and consecrated with the heaven-
ly spirit of Christ, let your youthful energy be blended with
the meekness and gentleness and wisdom of your Divine
Master, and you will have everything to hope and little to
fear.

I sincerely congratulate you on the advantages you will
enjoy, under the guidance of so frank and healthy a mind
as his, whom you have chosen for a teacher . I am certain
(for I know him well that he will never prescribe to you ar-
ticles to be believed, but will only direct you to the great lights
above and within, which you must see for yourself.

	

You
will do well to imbibe his spirit of perfect tolerance.
A minister must be wretched without this .

	

It will secure
him from all the little disgusts, which a various intercourse
is apt to engender ; it will enable him to bear with every di-
versity of expression and of character, as well as of faith ;
and to enter with strong heart and hope into all the practical
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The Poor Rich Man.

details of his profession, which are usually so irksome to the
man, whose dainty fastidiousness has no sympathy with
what he deems vulgar or common-place .

If you read German, let me recommend to you " Herder's
Letters on the Study of Theology." You will find them a
fruitful source of noble and glorious thoughts ; and can nev-
er read them without feeling your heart elevated and made
better, though they may not impart much positive and exact
instruction .

	

If you do not read German, the perusal of
that book alone, would repay you for the six months' study
of leisure hours, which it would cost to acquire the lan-
guage.

I am sure you will not take ill of me the freedom with
which I have answered your letter. I have no fancy for giv-
ing advice, and I do not intend for such what I have now
written.

	

It is rather the expression of sympathy, which I
know from experience is always we

	

to a young man,
from those who are a few years in advance of him, in the
path which he is about to enter.

December, 1836 .

	

R.

"THE POOR RICH MAN."

How in my youth I longed and prayed to have
Communion with a wise and perfect soul,

And flung away the things that fortune gave,
And over which she claimed to have control .

How my heart stiffened to the world of sense,
And, dying, sought a life far more intense .

And how the treasure I so dearly won,
And spent my life to seek, in riper age,

I long to pour out on some needy son
Of time, that he may have fair heritage.

Alas, that once I languished to be fed,
And now have none to whom to give my bread !

War askest thou, friend, for new thoughts never said 7
On the same olden lore are all fair spirits fed ;
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